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Talk hands free with a stylish and comfortable headset.

Plantronics®

Over -the -ear headset with boom microphone.
Comfortable and lightweight. Speaker cover enhances
sound and offers a quality fit. #17-952

In -the -ear headset Discreet and lightweight with
simple in -the -ear fit. In -line microphone for clear
sound. #17-953

JABRA°

ProBoom- amplified headset. Boosts volume for easier
listening -great for noisy locations and hearing difficulties.
Noise -canceling mic reduces noise pickup -the perfect
headset for voice -dialing wireless phones. Includes six
EarGels® for in -ear use. Switchable-use in or over the
ear. #17-977

MX150 universal headset Delivers world -class sound.
Flexible fit for durability and comfort. Noise -canceling
boom microphone for clear conversations. Clothing clip
helps keep headset stable. #17-942

MX100 headset Comfortably clips on ear for extra
stability. Includes interchangeable covers in 3 stylish
colors. #17-892

Fellowes Body Glove
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Earglove Flex- mobile phone headset. Noise -canceling earset
for people on the go! Ultralightweight and comfortable. Wraps
aroL.nd the right or left ear. Volume control and answer/end
button. Tangle -free cord. Includes Neosleeves in three
colors -black, blue and yellow. #17-923

Bluetooth' wireless headsets
Cut the cord and go completely wireless

Make and take calls totally hands free! Leave your phone in your purse, briefcase or pocket and talk away. Amazing 30 -ft. range. Plus, you can charge
your phone and headset together -no extra adapters needed!

Motorola® H5810 Bluetooth wireless headset
Small size. BIG power. Super lightweight -less than
an ounce. Talk for up to 5 hours. Includes travel
charger and carry case. Works with all Bluetooth-
enabled phones. #17-980 Requires DC600 headset adapter
(#17-982, right) for use with Motorola T730 phone.

Bluetooth wireless headset HS820. Ultralight
headset weighs less than 1 oz. -fits easily into
either ear. One button answers or ends calls,
and also controls power, hold and 3 -way calling.
Works with most Bluetooth-enabled devices.
#17-981 Requires DC600 headset adapter (#17-982, right)

for use with Motorola 1730 phone.

Motorola DC600 Bluetooth headset
adapter. Use your Bluetooth headset to talk
hands free on any Motorola wireless phone!
Adapter attaches easily and is powered by

your phone's battery -no additional power source
needed. #17-982

Bluetooth wireless speakerphone. 1 -watt speaker
provides excellent audio quality. Use it in the car, office,
around the house or clip it to your belt and go. Power/
volume control button and multifunction button. Blue
LED indicators let you know when you have a call
or someone on mute. Add a headset and keep
conversations private. Built-in mic. Includes neck
lanyard. Works with most Bluetooth-enabled devices.
#17-983


